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A B S T R A C T

Visual analysis of unknown data requires the combined use of various functions that are
often part of standalone visual analytics (VA) tools. Performing cross-tool visual anal-
ysis with standalone VA tools, however, is a challenging and cumbersome endeavor.
Some dedicated frameworks address this issue, yet in order to utilize any of them, a vi-
sual analytics tool needs to support their required API or architecture. Contrary to most
existing frameworks, we present an approach that does not rely on a single predefined
interchange mechanism for the entire ensemble of VA tools. Instead, we propose using
any available channel for data exchange between two consecutive VA tools. This allows
mixing and matching of different data exchange strategies over the course of a cross-
tool analysis. In this paper, we identify the challenges associated with establishing such
tool chaining platform for data-driven coordination. We further describe the structure
and capabilities of data exchange and explain various functionalities of our platform in
detail. Based on a demonstrating example, we discuss the limitations of our approach
and elaborate new insight for the coordination of the visual output of multiple VA tools.

© 2022 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction1

Software integration is a longstanding challenge in computer2

science [1, 2]. For Visual Analytics (VA), this challenge has3

been addressed with a variety of approaches ranging from anal-4

ysis libraries [3] to extensible frameworks [4]. Yet, all these5

approaches have not eliminated the need to switch between dif-6

ferent, highly specialized VA tools in an interactive visual data7

analysis. The reason is that no framework can be top of the class8

at all possible VA tasks. Hence, even in the age of powerful VA9

software like KNIME [5] and Tableau [6], we still rely on sepa-10

rately running OpenRefine [7] for any serious data cleaning task11

or Gephi [8] for advanced network analysis and visualization.12

Switching between VA tools breaks the analytic flow by hav-13

ing to worry about technical constraints of data export/import14

between tools. Something simple like going back to a previous15

tool to readjust a parameter and observe its effects in the sub-16

sequent tool becomes a rather painful experience – in particular17

if one needs to do this back-and-forth between tools multiple18

times to get the parameter right. In some cases, VA tools do19

not support the export/import of data or visualizations at all, let20

alone in a standardized format. So, while switching between 21

independent VA tools is necessary for complex application sce- 22

narios, it comes at a considerable cost. 23

Our approach for VA tool coordination acknowledges the 24

need for multiple specialized VA tools to perform complex an- 25

alytical tasks. Yet, we aim to reduce the cost of using these in- 26

dependent VA tools in conjunction by facilitating the switches 27

between them. To that end, we build on our conceptual mod- 28

els for VA tool coordination [9] and data exchange among VA 29

tools [10] to realize such a coordination and to demonstrate that 30

it is feasible and useful. For the realization of this concept, we 31

follow the idea of data-flow oriented visualization software. Ex- 32

cept that instead of composing individual modules of the same 33

system into one data flow, we do so for individual VA tools and 34

exchange data along that flow by utilizing the available means 35

of pairwise communication. To this end, we present a software 36

platform called AnyProc that enables technical experts to cus- 37

tomize and connect independent VA tools and data sources so 38

that the domain experts can then execute their workflow with 39

little to no interference. Our solution realizes a reasonable sub- 40

http://www.sciencedirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/cag
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set of data-driven exchange mechanisms that are shown in a1

demonstrating scenario. This can be considered as a first step2

towards our vision of fully enabling lightweight coordination of3

independent VA tools.4

This paper is an extension of our work presented at the Eu-5

roVA Workshop 2021 [11], which was held in conjunction with6

the EuroVis Conference in Zürich. We extended the original7

workshop paper with the following contributions:8

• We added new sections on our preliminary work, design9

challenges, and decisions to put our approach into context10

and show the fundamental considerations for our platform.11

• We provided more detail on which features our platform12

offers and how they have been technically implemented.13

• We expanded the discussion of the scope of our solution14

and included advances in user interface (UI) coordination.15

This paper is structured as follows: The research background16

containing related work and our prior work are described in17

Sec. 2. Our design goals, challenges, and choices are outlined18

in Sec. 3. The platform and its features are detailed in Sec. 4.19

The implementation and data exchange specifications are de-20

scribed in Sec. 5. In Sec. 6, the application scenario and user21

feedback are presented. Finally, limitations, recent advanced,22

and future work are outlined in Sec. 7 and Sec. 8.23

2. Background24

Our work is equally motivated and driven by related work25

on integrating different analysis tools and our prior work on26

coordinating independent VA tools.27

2.1. Related Work28

Various approaches exist to support working with multiple29

individual tools. These approaches can be broken down along30

the three concerns they mainly address: data exchange between31

tools, UI integration between tools, and analytic process sup-32

port across tools.33

Data Exchange between Tools. Getting data from one tool to34

another in a seamless way can be done either via a central35

hub such as a relational database [12, 13], or via decentralized36

web services [14, 15]. Dedicated software design patterns like37

the proxy tuple can aid different tools to access a unified data38

model [16]. Yet, for integrating a tool in a software ecosystem39

based on any of these approaches, it is commonly required to40

use the same approach.41

UI Integration between Tools. UI integration plays a major role42

when using multiple individual tools concurrently. Such inte-43

gration can be rather lightweight by adding visual links or infor-44

mation scents to highlight the same data across tools [17, 18],45

or it can be more involved and actually blend different tools into46

a combined UI [19, 20]. Though, in particular the blending ap-47

proaches have the downside that domain experts can no longer48

rely on their established mental map of the individual tool UIs.49

Analytic Process Support across Tools. Analysis processes are 50

supported in two ways: by guiding the domain expert along a 51

given analytic workflow from tool to tool [21], or by establish- 52

ing analytic provenance across tools [22, 23]. The challenge 53

shared among these mechanisms is to capture internal states and 54

transitions from within the individual tools to either register the 55

domain expert’s progress along a given workflow or to establish 56

that workflow from interaction logs in the first place. 57

2.2. Own Prior Work 58

In most user workflows, VA tools are used in a chained man- 59

ner by applying the specialized tools for each analysis step from 60

cleaning, preprocessing, and visual-interactive analysis of the 61

data to fine-tuning the visual results. In previous work [9], we 62

presented the idea of plugging these VA tools pairwise together 63

using custom scripts and copy & paste keystrokes. Thereby, we 64

separated different aspects of cross-tool analyses in three layers 65

for coordination. 66

1. The Usage Flow captures the intended order in which tools 67

are used, so as to know between which tools coordination 68

is necessary and only to realize it between them. 69

2. The Data Flow captures different characteristics of data 70

exchange [10] between each pair of VA tools, so as to spec- 71

ify individually how the data exchange is performed. 72

3. The Control Flow captures the actions of the domain ex- 73

pert and the system, so as to react and signal necessary 74

adjustments in the visualization. 75

To develop mechanisms for the coordination of multiple VA 76

tools based on these three layers, we define a tool chain as a 77

representation of the user’s workflow, where each individual 78

processing step is bound to the utilization of one or more cor- 79

responding VA tools. This allows us to model application sce- 80

narios from a domain expert’s perspective as a chain of inde- 81

pendent VA tools that can be executed to drive the analysis. To 82

use the individual layers of pairwise exchange (namely usage 83

flow, data flow, and control flow) together with our definition of 84

a tool chain, we have developed a so-called coordination graph. 85

Therein, the nodes represent the VA tools and directed edges 86

capture the coordination between pairs of VA tools (Fig. 1). 87

In our prior work, we have so far discussed a largely theoret- 88

ical model. This model can be used to represent arbitrary appli- 89

cation scenarios with unknown relationships between data and 90

tools. However, translating this model into a concrete platform 91

for coordinating analytical tool chains requires further analysis 92

of the specific requirements and design decisions to be made. 93

Fig. 1. Representation of the pairwise exchange between two independent
VA tools within the coordination graph. Information for the consecutive
use is transferred from VA Tool1 to VA Tool2 along the available layers for
Usage Flow, Data Flow, and Control Flow.
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3. Objectives, Design Principles and Challenges1

Before we introduce the developed platform and show its ap-2

plication, we share some design details about that influenced3

our decisions for the implementation.4

3.1. Objectives5

The development of cross-tool VA use cases usually involves6

two parties with different roles. The first role is that of the do-7

main expert, who has knowledge of the domain workflow and8

the associated sequence in which the tools must be applied. Do-9

main experts are the ones to apply the workflow by performing10

actual data analysis using the given tools to draw conclusions11

based on their professional expertise. The second role is that12

of the technical expert, who possesses knowledge about data13

visualization, the necessary data exchange, and available com-14

munication channels between tools. The technical expert is re-15

sponsible for coordinating the tools and configuring the data16

exchange based on a given domain workflow. Both roles work17

together to establish how the available tools can be combined18

and what options are feasible.19

Our goal is to assist exactly at this point, supporting the tech-20

nical expert in configuring a suitable tool chain as well as the21

domain expert in navigating it and executing the workflow ac-22

cordingly. With our platform, we particularly want to ease the23

configuration process so that switching between tools at execu-24

tion time can be automated as much as possible.25

3.2. Design Principles26

Since the coordination of independent VA tools for visual27

data analysis is fundamentally driven by the data and the in-28

sights found in them, we focus our design primarily on data29

exchange. This entails that we have to deal with the various30

challenges of passing data along tool chains. To do so, we rely31

on the following three design principles:32

1. Data exchange is opportunistic and uses any available data33

channel between two VA tools. This allows us to mix tools34

from different software ecosystems – e.g. native applica-35

tions using the file system for data exchange and web apps36

using a server-based data exchange.37

2. Data exchange is minimalistic and exchanges data only38

between VA tools used subsequently or concurrently dur-39

ing the analysis. So instead of broadcasting data updates40

to all tools, our approach simply propagates data changes41

along the analytic workflow as it is carried out.42

3. VA tools are seen as atomic and the data exchange focuses43

on the switch points when the domain expert changes from44

one VA tool to another. We do not aim to inspect the in-45

ternal processes of the VA tools [24] by observing their46

initial states, but merely to capture their output and feed it47

into the next tool, as the domain expert progresses along48

the analytic workflow. Nevertheless, this may still require49

minimal code changes by the technical expert, e.g., in tools50

that have no standardized data input/output functionality.51

3.3. Implementation challenges 52

Considering our objectives and design principles, we see the 53

following challenges to transform our theoretical concept into 54

a viable platform that can coordinate individual data-flow ori- 55

ented operations. 56

Transport of Data between VA Tools. For the purpose of cou- 57

pling different VA tools in an independent way, we have to re- 58

main cautious about case-specific limitations. Hence, it is rea- 59

sonable to assume that there are missing details about the tech- 60

nical structure of each VA tool and their communication capa- 61

bilities. To enable data exchange in such an environment, one 62

needs to provide generic options for the transport of data. Al- 63

though, this is unlikely to be a feasible goal for every system, it 64

is nevertheless desirable to provide multiple exchange mecha- 65

nisms that are easy to deploy. 66

Variety of Data Characteristics. Another challenge related to 67

the variety of possible application workflows is the heterogene- 68

ity of the data. It can be assumed that the analysis to be carried 69

out will span a variety of data sources with different formats 70

and unknown sizes. Hence, adjustments regarding performance 71

and comparability might be necessary for the efficient use of 72

the tool chain. Such potential data transformations or conver- 73

sions require a flexible interface with different options for the 74

modification to be carried out. Depending on the data exchange 75

capabilities of the VA tools involved, this might be done auto- 76

matically by the system or manually by the technical expert. 77

Assurance of Operations. So far, we have primarily addressed 78

concerns of the technical expert. However, we must also note 79

a challenge in terms of collaboration with the domain expert. 80

For the domain expert, it is important that the data is tracked 81

and can therefore be traced back along the tool chain so that 82

the information presented is reliable throughout the analysis. 83

Hence, our platform must not only support data exchange, but 84

also ensure reliability of persisting information. This requires 85

mean of provenance and status feedback through representation 86

of data states and operations. 87

4. A Platform for Coordinating Analytical Tool Chains 88

To address the described challenges and to support switching 89

between VA tools, we present the Analytical Process Construc- 90

tor (AnyProc). AnyProc provides a graphical interface with two 91

different modules to structure stand-alone tools in an analytic 92

workflow and to carry out this workflow across tools. While the 93

editor module, aims to reduce the cost for the technical expert 94

to link various VA tools and data sources, the executor module 95

aims to guide the domain expert through the analytic workflow. 96

Designed for the technical expert, the AnyProc editor module 97

consists of three different containers (see Fig. 2). The top and 98

bottom containers are used to import VA tools and data sources 99

through a drag-and-drop mechanism. The imported sources can 100

then be arranged in the central container to create custom tool 101

chains based on the domain expert’s workflow. By providing 102

containers to hold imported data and VA tools at the top and 103

bottom, respectively, the technical expert can re-use them in 104
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Fig. 2. Screenshot of the editor module with the VA tools KNIME, VisFlow
and ColorBrewer (top) and the data sources patients, admissions, d items
and outputevents (bottom) imported.

different process steps of the tool chain. This saves time and1

provides an overview in situations where the domain expert’s2

workflow requires multiple instances of a VA tool or the re-3

peated use of specific data sources.4

In the center of the editor module is the main container used5

for assembling the tool chain. Every time a source is dropped6

in from the outlying containers, the editor creates a new process7

step. This way, the technical expert can configure an order of8

task execution that matches the domain expert’s workflow. As9

part of this, each process step can contain multiple VA tools and10

data sources, which may be linked by drawing connections be-11

tween the placed VA tools or data source icons. This allows dif-12

ferent cardinality characteristics [10] to be modeled, enabling13

both sequential and parallel executions with single or multiple14

data sources. During execution, all VA tools are opened ac-15

cording to their links with the associated data sources using the16

available communication channel.17

Fig. 3. Screenshot of the ConnectionNode within the editor module show-
ing the specification for the connection between OpenRefine and KNIME.
Data channels can be adjusted through drop-down menus and data con-
verters can be added using the [Add Converter]-Button to resolve any mis-
matches.

This basic structure allows for modeling of diverse tool18

chains, that can be executed with the default settings of our im-19

plementation. However, as mentioned in Sec. 3.3, this is often20

not enough. We therefore added optional settings that allow the21

technical expert to directly control the data transport between22

independent VA tools. Between each process step there are so-23

called ConnectionNodes, which allow the technical expert to 24

make independent adjustments, for example, by changing the 25

communication channels from websockets to the file system 26

or the clipboard for data exchange (see Dropdown Menu in 27

Fig. 3). Moreover, the technical expert can add own converter 28

configurations to be used as utility tools between the process 29

steps to perform data transformations before the information is 30

transmitted along the chosen communication channel (see [Add 31

Converter]-Button in Fig. 3). 32

Since some VA tools may not be automatically compatible 33

with the required data sources, it might be necessary for the 34

technical expert to make further adjustments. In order to sup- 35

port a variety of data characteristics not only during data trans- 36

port but also during import, we have included the option for 37

connector programs on each created link between VA tools and 38

data sources (see [+]-Button in Fig. 2). Technical experts can 39

use this option to include custom utility tools that support the 40

import of data into compatible formats for a specific VA tool. 41

Fig. 4. Screenshot of the executor module showing the VA tools KNIME,
VisFlow, and ColorBrewer (center). The currently opened tool (VisFlow)
is slightly highlighted by a lighter color. The subsequent or previous steps
of the tool chain can be opened via the control elements (arrows left and
right).

In addition to AnyProc’s support for the technical expert, it 42

also offers dedicated features for the domain expert. The execu- 43

tor module consists mainly of a visual interface that provides 44

guidance for navigating the tool chain. Using the left and right 45

arrow buttons shown in Fig. 4, the domain expert can start the 46

next or restart the previous tools with the linked data sources 47

according to the settings in the editor module. The defined data 48

flow will then be carried out accordingly – whether this means 49

to simply open the same data file in another tool or to contact a 50

server for a more elaborate data exchange. In this way, AnyProc 51

is able to generate assurance of operations, as the domain ex- 52

pert can track the current progress along the tool chain and plan 53

further ahead or revisit previous steps. 54

5. Options for Data Exchange 55

AnyProc offers several channels to facilitate data exchange 56

between VA tools. In particular, we consider data exchange via 57

websockets, the file system, and the clipboard. 58

The primary channel for data exchange in AnyProc are web- 59

sockets, which allow tools to automatically send and receive 60

data to and from each other via a TCP connection. To achieve 61

this, all visualization tools communicate with a central server 62

that distributes data to other tools. The main benefit of this 63
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Feature Supported by AnyProc?
Datasets Yes (via all channels)
Filters Yes (via Vega-Lite)
Data transformations Yes (via Vega-Lite)
Models No
Visual encodings Yes (via Vega-Lite)
Selections/brushes Yes (via Vega-Lite)

Table 1. Parts of the visualization that can be shared between tools via data
exchange channels in AnyProc.

channel is the full automation it provides: The domain expert1

simply launches tools using the executor panel, and AnyProc2

automatically exchanges data between them, allowing the do-3

main experts to continue their work without thinking about im-4

porting or exporting data. Moreover, websockets provide flex-5

ibility in the way in which tools can be used. For example, we6

can have multiple tools exchanging data at the same time.7

More specifically, AnyProc uses the websocket integration8

provided by ReVize, an open source JavaScript library for ex-9

tending web-based visualization tools [25]. With ReVize, vi-10

sualization tools use websockets to import and export JSON11

objects that contain descriptions of the visualization pipeline,12

using the declarative visualization grammar Vega-Lite [26]. We13

chose a visualization grammar in general and Vega-Lite in par-14

ticular as a common interface for the data exchange for multiple15

reasons. First, all static parameters and operators of the visual-16

ization pipeline are accessible to any tool, which means that the17

same channel can be used at any step in the tool chain. Second,18

the grammar serves as a standard data exchange format, mean-19

ing that any tool “speaking” that language can be used (in any20

order) in the tool chain. A third benefit is that Vega-Lite, while21

using a relatively simple grammar to construct visualizations,22

has been adapted to many use cases and is used in many tools.123

A detailed overview of the capability of our websocket interface24

can be found in Table 1.25

To make a VA tool “ready” for exchanging data over web-26

sockets, it needs to fulfill two conditions: First, it needs to be27

able to read and write TCP websockets, for instance using the28

socket.io2 library, which is available for many programming29

languages. Second, the tool needs to be able to import and ex-30

port Vega-Lite specifications. For browser-based VA tools, both31

can be facilitated by the ReVize library [25].32

Whenever a tool does not support the websocket channel,33

AnyProc provides fallback options to nevertheless automate34

parts of the data exchange. The first fallback option is the file35

system, i.e., two tools exchange data by exporting and import-36

ing it to a file accessible to both. The general procedure for this37

channel is that the domain experts store the data in a file using38

their current tool, specify this file as input to the next tool using39

the AnyProc editor, and then open the next tool using the execu-40

tor panel. This means that, in any case, domain experts have to41

export their data manually via the interface of their respective42

tool. For some tools, however, AnyProc can automate the data43

1https://vega.github.io/vega-lite/ecosystem.html
2https://socket.io/

import, for example, by passing the file URI as a parameter to 44

the next tool. For tools that do not support passing a file URI as 45

a parameter, technical experts can provide connectors that ex- 46

tend the functionality of the tool to automate the import. If no 47

connector can be provided, for example, whenever the source 48

code is not available or implementing one, data import can still 49

be performed manually. 50

Since not all tools may have access to local storage, using the 51

file system may not always be a feasible option, either. Thus, 52

another fallback option to websockets is to use the clipboard 53

to exchange data between tools via copy-and-paste. To sup- 54

port this channel, AnyProc allows technical experts to copy and 55

paste data between tools. For example, to include a visualiza- 56

tion tool that can import the Vega-Lite grammar, but does not 57

implement the ReVize websocket channel we outlined above, 58

we can instead copy and paste the JSON description from one 59

tool into the next. Some of the steps required for this can again 60

be automated, for example, by automatically copying data from 61

the previous tool to the clipboard, or by automatically opening 62

the input field in the target tool using scripting. Nevertheless, 63

the clipboard remains a largely manual data exchange channel. 64

An implementation of our AnyProc platform with the afore- 65

mentioned user interface and data exchange options is made 66

freely available under a permissive open source licence.3 67

6. Application to a Cross-Tool VA Scenario from Health IT 68

In our application scenario, we use AnyProc for the visual 69

analysis of several tables from the critical care dataset MIMIC- 70

III [27] with three independent VA tools. From this dataset, 71

we use the ca. 46, 000 patient records, their ca. 58, 000 hos- 72

pital admissions, as well as their registered fluid intake events 73

(ca. 17.5 million entries) and fluid output events (ca. 3.6 mil- 74

lion entries). Based on the introduced role system, the domain 75

expert could be a physician or a hospital administrator, while 76

a data scientist or health IT professional could be the technical 77

expert configuring the tool chain. The scenario itself is not par- 78

ticularly complex, but requires already quite a bit of back-and- 79

forth between different tools. In that sense, it is nevertheless 80

able to show the fundamental challenges of a cross-tool analy- 81

sis and how AnyProc can support the domain expert in dealing 82

with them. In the following, we describe the specifications of 83

usage flow, data flow, and control flow as it is done in AnyProc. 84

6.1. Specifying the Usage Flow 85

We plan to use the following three independent VA tools – 86

in that order, but allowing for a back and forth between them if 87

needed: 88

1. KNIME [5] for preprocessing the data using unsupervised 89

machine learning methods like clustering and PCA; 90

2. VisFlow [28] for the exploratory, interactive visual analy- 91

sis of the results obtained using KNIME; 92

3. ColorBrewer [29] for fine-tuning the color scale in the 93

plots generated by VisFlow. 94

3https://github.com/nonnemann/anyproc_public

https://vega.github.io/vega-lite/ecosystem.html
https://socket.io/
https://github.com/nonnemann/anyproc_public
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KNIME

VisFlow

ColorBrewer

Fig. 5. Initial tool chain with KNIME, VisFlow, and ColorBrewer.

Each of these three VA tools excels at a different stage of1

the analysis process. KNIME is powerful in its computational2

analysis capabilities, but it does not lend itself to the visual-3

interactive exploration of the computed results. VisFlow has4

its strength in the flexible configuration and exploration of data5

visualizations, but lacks the advanced computational capabili-6

ties of KNIME. Finally, ColorBrewer is used for its wide range7

of color schemes to choose from. It also allows to specifically8

constrain the color choice to only color-blind friendly palettes –9

a feature not supported by VisFlow. Fig. 5 illustrates this usage10

flow among the three VA tools.11

6.2. Specifying the Data Flow12

In the second step, we define how these three tools pass data13

among each other. At least in part, this requires some code14

changes as, for example, ColorBrewer in its original form does15

not allow any data to be passed in or out at all. Hence, we need a16

solution that allows us to add this functionality to ColorBrewer,17

while at the same time demanding less coding effort than inte-18

grating ColorBrewer’s functionality into VisFlow. Since both19

tools are open source and web-based, we chose ReVize web-20

sockets as a communication interface (cf. Sec. 5) between tools,21

such that they exchange a Vega-Lite specification of the latest 22

visualization with the next tool in the tool chain through web- 23

sockets. To achieve this, we specifically use variants of VisFlow 24

and ColorBrewer as well as KNIME that are “ReVize-enabled”, 25

meaning they have been extended to support this channel. 26

By doing so, We can configure the connections as needed 27

(as shown in Fig. 2), which results in the following data ex- 28

change characteristics [10]: Each data transfer includes the full 29

dataset together with additional metadata about its visual rep- 30

resentation using the structured data format Vega-Lite. Using 31

the ReVize server as a central infrastructure, the data exchange 32

is used for inputs and outputs from tools, as well as to distribute 33

interactive modifications from one to many other VA tools con- 34

nected to that server. This is done bidirectionally (backward and 35

forward along the tool chain) in a synchronous fashion where 36

changes are pushed to the server when switching from one VA 37

tool to another. At all times, the connected VA tools have full 38

access to the most recent Vega-Lite specification, which is kept 39

persistent on the server. 40

6.3. Specifying the Control Flow 41

Switching to the AnyProc executor, KNIME is started as the 42

first VA tool in the tool chain. Since we configured it to connect 43

via ReVize to the next tool in the tool chain, KNIME is opened 44

already with a minimal analytic pipeline in place that shows the 45

four data sources, as well as with a final Vega-Lite node that will 46

output the necessary specification in the end. We first add data 47

transformations (e.g., date conversions), computations (e.g., de- 48

termining the patients’ ages), cleaning (e.g., removing missing 49

entries), and aggregations (e.g., summing up fluid intakes and 50

outputs per admission), before joining all data of interest into a 51

single table. We then perform a PCA on this multi-dimensional 52

data to map them into two dimensions. On top of this mapping, 53

we perform a DBSCAN clustering to find groups of patients 54

and then we finally plot the resulting data as shown in Fig. 6. 55

This is as far as KNIME takes us and we switch to VisFlow for 56

interactively exploring the plot. 57

To do so, we click the [Next] button in the AnyProc executor, 58

which opens up VisFlow with the plot generated in KNIME. In 59

the background, KNIME has continuously pushed any updates 60

Fig. 6. Screenshot of the visual result from the first step in our applica-
tion scenario. The AnyProc executor module (in the foreground on bottom
right corner) is on top of the local KNIME installation (in the background)
to help the domain expert with the navigation through the previously de-
fined tool chain.
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Fig. 7. Screenshot of the visual result from the VisFlow web tool (in
the background) after filtering out incorrect information with KNIME.
Switching between these two VA tools is possible through the AnyProc ex-
ecutor module (in the foreground on bottom right corner).

of the plot to the ReVize server – but only now with the click of1

the button, the ReVize server is instructed to pass these updates2

on to other tools. Furthermore, since the Vega-Lite grammar3

does not capture all transformation operations we performed in4

KNIME, the results of the transformation are instead added to5

the data as additional columns. All of this is hidden from the do-6

main expert who only sees VisFlow starting up showing the plot7

from KNIME. We now use VisFlow to add Parallel Coordinates8

that provide more detail on the cluster characteristics. We then9

use brushing & linking and interactive tooltips to explore the10

clustered data. We soon realize that one of the clusters contains11

patients that are over 300 years old. According to the documen-12

tation of the dataset, this is an artifact of the data anonymization13

process. To prevent these unusually old patients from skewing14

subsequent analyses, we go back to KNIME to filter out these15

data.16

A click on the [Previous] button in the AnyProc executor17

brings up KNIME again. We revise our analysis pipeline to18

filter out patients older than 130 years. After re-running the19

pipeline, the cluster of patients over 300 year old is gone.20

Via the [Next] button, we switch again to VisFlow, relying on21

AnyProc to update the contents in VisFlow according to the22

changes we made in KNIME.23

In VisFlow, we explore the data further using the special24

workflow node that is available in the Vega-Lite enabled ver-25

sion, which can render, send, and receive Vega-Lite specifica-26

tions from the ReVize server. We find some curious cases of27

patients who were given medication, but whose fluid intake is28

nevertheless registered as 0 ml or even −1 ml. On top of that,29

we notice that the absolute fluid levels are not very useful for30

our analysis as they vary drastically with the duration of the31

hospital stay. Instead, we would like to see, for example, a pa-32

tient’s average fluid levels per day or the difference between a33

patient’s overall fluid intake and output. So, we switch back to34

KNIME using the [Previous] button, add the necessary filters35

and computations to the pipeline, and adjust the PCA to use the36

newly computed values.37

Switching to VisFlow via the [Next] button updates the charts38

in VisFlow (shown in Fig. 7) and we can proceed with our anal-39

ysis. When investigating the newly computed difference be-40

Fig. 8. Screenshot of the visual result from the ColorBrewer web tool (in the
background) after setting a new color scale for the VisFlow visualization.
The AnyProc executor module (bottom right corner) can be used to apply
the previewed changes and return to the VisFlow tool.

tween fluid intake and output, we would like to use a diverging 41

color scale to better discern net loss from net gain. Unfortu- 42

nately, VisFlow only offers a limited set of color schemes to 43

choose from, and ensuring color-blind friendliness is not pos- 44

sible, either. To nevertheless make the desired changes to the 45

charts’ colors, we switch to the next tool in the tool chain using 46

the [Next] button. 47

This opens ColorBrewer showing the visualization from the 48

Vega-Lite node in VisFlow. As it was the case for KNIME, any 49

update in VisFlow was already constantly pushed to the ReVize 50

server in the background – the button click then triggered the 51

server to distribute the latest update to the connected tools. Now 52

we can select an appropriate color scale while previewing its ef- 53

fects on the visualization (Fig. 8). When done, we go back to 54

VisFlow using the [Previous] button and there the changes made 55

in ColorBrewer show up. Using VisFlow, we find more implau- 56

sible data, such as patients who output an average of 17 liters of 57

fluid per day or patients who output over 160 liters of fluid more 58

than they took in. We could remove them by adding more filters 59

to the preprocessing in additional roundtrips between KNIME 60

and VisFlow. Yet, this no longer seems like a viable solution 61

and we instead opt for adding the data cleaning tool OpenRefine 62

to the beginning of our tool chain, which is further explained in 63

Sec. 6.4. 64

Up to this point, we have made seven switches between tools. 65

Without AnyProc, most of these switches would have involved, 66

for example, navigating the file system to export and import the 67

data, as well as navigating the start menu to find the next VA 68

tool to be used. This is of course assuming that the tools rely 69

on the same file format. With AnyProc, these costs of switch- 70

ing between tools are not gone, but they are paid once, up-front 71

when setting up the usage flow and data flow, so that the tech- 72

nicalities involved no longer interrupt the analysis. The more 73

tool switches are necessary in an analysis, the larger the benefit 74

of using AnyProc. And as illustrated by this scenario, already a 75

rather simple setup of two or three tools can make a consider- 76

able number of tool switches necessary. 77

6.4. Customizing the Usage Flow and the Data Flow 78

Bringing a new tool like OpenRefine into the analysis during 79

the execution of a workflow, is a crucial feature to be able to 80
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accommodate the exploratory nature of many analyses and to1

dive into the unexpected findings they yield. To that end, we2

first extend the usage flow by opening the AnyProc editor again3

and dragging a new VA tool – in our case OpenRefine – into4

the tool chain. Once placed at the beginning of the tool chain,5

we also need to switch the data sources over from KNIME to6

OpenRefine. Finally, we need to specify how it connects to7

KNIME, i.e., which data channel to use to pass on its output.8

Since OpenRefine is not compatible with our ReVize server,9

we add a connection node (shown in Fig.3) to change the data10

channel to the local file system. With OpenRefine in place, we11

now have access to a powerful suite of cleaning functionalities,12

which makes it much easier to find and mitigate inconsistencies13

in the input data. For example, we can identify inconsistencies14

along entire columns and rows and remove those entries from15

the dataset with a few clicks. This way, we are able to filter the16

MIMIC data tables prior to their preprocessing in KNIME.17

More detailed information about our demonstrating exam-18

ple including a video walk-through can be found on the project19

website: https://vis-au.github.io/anyproc/20

7. Discussion21

In our application scenario, we demonstrated how AnyProc22

supports cross-tool analysis of critical care data. Managing the23

usage flow, data flow, and control flow eased the required back-24

and-forth between different tools for the domain expert. We25

also showed the advantages of an upfront, well-defined tool26

chain for targeted analysis processes. However, since processes27

in visual analytics are often exploratory in nature, it is important28

to provide flexibility in the configuration of tool chains. There-29

fore, our editor makes it possible to adapt the tool chain on the30

fly, to integrate new tools, and to customize the data exchange31

accordingly. In this way, new parts can be added, existing parts32

can be adjusted, and unsuitable parts can be removed. In the33

following, we will now summarize our findings from our appli-34

cation scenario and discuss some topics raised by VA experts,35

who provided informal input on our platform at different stages36

of its realization.37

7.1. Relation to our Previous Work38

Our platform acknowledges all three of the aforementioned39

coordination layers (Sec. 2.2) in the following ways:40

The Usage Flow is highly domain-dependent and influenced41

by preferences of the domain expert and the analysis task at42

hand. This makes it difficult to pre-define a universal order for43

switches between tools, except in instances where an agreed44

upon best practice is to be carried out [21]. Hence, AnyProc ex-45

poses the usage flow directly to the technical expert through the46

graphical editor in which to assemble the tool chain. The editor47

uses the metaphor of data-flow oriented systems by allowing48

the technical expert to include VA tools from a repository of49

available tools and to link them in the order of their intended50

use.51

The Data Flow determines the technical realization of which52

data is passed in which way between subsequently and con-53

currently used VA tools. To that end, AnyProc allows further54

configuration of any pairwise data exchange in terms of which 55

communication channel to use (e.g. a web server or the file sys- 56

tem), which format to use by providing options for including 57

necessary converters and connectors, and which data to use by 58

providing options to connect data with the regarded tool. 59

The Control Flow is the actual manifestation of the usage 60

and data flows when performing an analysis. Through the in- 61

vocation of VA tools, it describes how often and how long they 62

are used, and it thus initiates the underlying syncing of data be- 63

tween VA tools. To some degree, the control flow also captures 64

the way in which the VA tools are used through the parameters 65

set by the user in the tool. In our usage scenario, this was for 66

example the case for the color scheme being chosen and passed 67

on to other tools as part of the Vega-Lite specification. AnyProc 68

provides a small persistent executor widget that enables ready 69

access to the tool chain by featuring buttons to can complete the 70

current processing step and move forward or backward along 71

the analytic workflow. 72

7.2. Limitations of our Data Exchange Options 73

We want to note that any interface language used between 74

tools inherently limits the data exchange to the quirks and 75

features of that language. Using Vega-Lite – like we did in 76

AnyProc – to exchange data between tools also comes as a 77

trade-off. An obvious drawback is that any tool that does not 78

support Vega-Lite cannot use this channel for data exchange, 79

or – provided the source code is available – additional im- 80

plementation overhead is required. Websocket-based data ex- 81

change in AnyProc is also limited by the features in the Vega- 82

Lite language, which for instance prevents the exchange of net- 83

work visualizations. For example, in our scenario in Sec. 6, 84

we saw how Vega-Lite did not support all data transformations 85

we performed in KNIME, so we instead added the results of 86

these transformations as columns in the data shared with other 87

tools. This technical limitation could be alleviated by support- 88

ing multiple or more expressive visualization grammars, and 89

having the central server transpile between them, whenever two 90

tools do not “speak the same language”. Nevertheless, we chose 91

Vega-Lite for its simplicity and wide-spread use. Another con- 92

sideration is that in the websocket implementation in ReVize, 93

the entire visualization description is shared (including, poten- 94

tially, the dataset as uncompressed text), so additional burden is 95

placed on tools that import these descriptions, which can lead 96

to longer loading times. We still chose ReVize and Vega-Lite in 97

AnyProc as a proof-of-concept for using a visualization gram- 98

mar for websocket-based data exchange. To guide future im- 99

plementations, we provide the code for adapting some exem- 100

plar visualization tools that implement the ReVize websocket 101

channel on the project website. 102

7.3. Coordination of the Visual Output 103

At this point, AnyProc does not fully support advanced co- 104

ordination of the visual output, i.e., the individual views of the 105

tools. Regarding the tool chain, the executor currently provides 106

basic functionality to switch between tools. Each time the tools 107

are switched, the respective views of the active tool are dis- 108

played separately but without explicitly specifying how their 109

https://vis-au.github.io/anyproc/
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contents are related to the previously active tool views. In ad-1

dition, the executor allows to go forward or backward in the2

tool chain only one step at a time. In our application scenario,3

this was sufficient since our tool chain consisted of only three4

to four tools. In a more complex scenario, however, it quickly5

becomes difficult to keep track of the content being displayed as6

the number of tool views and switching back-and-forth between7

them increases. In such situations, it may also be necessary to8

activate more than one tool at a time or to run through several9

steps in the tool chain at once. Therefore, we argue that ap-10

propriate view coordination needs to be facilitated in cross-tool11

analyses, and attention needs to be paid to how the changing12

content is presented on the screen.13

In our prior work [9], we have proposed various interface14

topologies to address view coordination issues in cross-tool15

analysis scenarios. The topologies include:16

Tabbed UIs for exclusive use of individual tools. Here the17

topology is a path, meaning that the tool views are shown18

sequentially. The tool views are provided, for example, in19

a tabbed interface where each tool is assigned its own tab.20

Tiled UIs for combined use of multiple tools. Here the topol-21

ogy is still a path, but with the possibility to display two or22

more tool views at the same time. The views can be shown23

side by side in a tiled display.24

Nested UIs for flexible use of tools that goes beyond simple25

back-and-forth. An example is a star topology where sin-26

gle or multiple tool views are displayed starting from a27

central VA application. The central application is often28

shown in the background as an overview so that other tool29

views can be activated and superimposed on top.30

Combining these interface topologies with AnyProc’s exist-31

ing coordination capabilities would add meaningful view lay-32

outs to its support for tool configuration and execution. The33

main challenge is to come up with a layout incorporating the34

different topologies so that there is no hard break between the35

different tools in the tool chain. Rather, the layout should sup-36

port a seamless view transition throughout the visual data anal-37

ysis. How to design such a unified interface and evaluate its38

effectiveness is a topic for future research.39

8. Conclusion40

With AnyProc, we provide a platform for the configuration41

and execution of VA tool chains that supports the automatic data42

exchange in the background. At this point, our platform can be43

considered a first step in the direction of full-fledged VA tool44

coordination.45

In terms of future research, there are still many unanswered46

questions that need to be addressed for such a platform. This in-47

cludes capturing and harnessing different aspects of the data, its48

analysis and visualization, potentially even in ambiguous ways.49

In particular the latter is a problem for data exchange between50

VA tools, as we have shown previously that even standardized51

data formats like NetCDF do not prevent different tools from52

interpreting the same data very differently [30]. From a domain 53

expert’s perspective, it is imperative to provide visual feedback 54

on how far along the tool chain the analysis is and what ex- 55

actly the previous and the next VA tools are. In light of our 56

discussion (Sec. 7), we also see the development of a unified 57

interface that facilitates the coordination of tool views as a next 58

step for future work. Along the same lines, there is a need to 59

link the coordinated tool chain and views with the actual ana- 60

lytic tasks of the given domain workflow. In previous work [31], 61

we outlined how integrating an interactive visualization of the 62

workflow and the different tool views can improve applicability, 63

reliability, and reproducibility in the visual analysis of clinical 64

data. Combining these ideas with our approach presented here, 65

would allow the domain expert to switch between the workflow 66

and the corresponding tool chain, see how they are connected, 67

and what data are exchanged at each step. We believe this can 68

greatly improve the user experience and reduce the effort re- 69

quired to coordinate and track progress in cross-tool data anal- 70

ysis scenarios. 71

Regardless of these open questions, the work presented here 72

provides a first impression of what VA tool coordination can do 73

for us: we neither have to accept the limitations of individual 74

tools, nor do we have to carry all of the burden of integrating 75

them with each other. A pragmatic middle ground is possible 76

that eases the combined use of individual tools without fully 77

integrating them. 78
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